Tailored climate services for smallholder
farmers in semi-arid regions of Zimbabwe
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Introduction

Approach

Tailored climate services are increasingly becoming an important component of climate
change adaptation in many countries including Zimbabwe. Oxfam in partnership with Plan
International, Southern Alliance for Indigenous Resources (SAFIRE), University of
Zimbabwe (Department of Geography and Environmental Sciences), Meteorological
Services Department (MSD), Digital Velocity (a private sector ICT innovation company) and
the Department of Agriculture, Technical and Extension Services (Agritex) sought to codesign, co-develop and implement tailored climate services for smallholder farmers in
Buhera, Chiredzi and Chimanimani districts under the UNDP/GEF supported project
Scaling up Adaptation in Zimbabwe, with a focus on rural livelihoods.

Using the Global Framework on Climate Services (GFCS) as a guide, the project team
engaged extension workers, local farmers and innovators from two local Universities to
establish one village level Climate User Interface Platform (CUIP) in each district. The young
innovators went through an Innovation Lab with four stages: problem de nition (empathy),
solution design, development and deployment. Solutions focused on: local meteorological
observations network; modeling and prediction; actionable agricultural advisories and
climate information dissemination system.
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Tailored rainfall outlooks

These decisions can be supported by a general seasonal forecast for the area.
-

Climate information dissemination system

Tactical decisions: When to plant?, How to manage soil moisture? When
to harvest?

The innovators designed, developed and deployed an
ODK and Frontline SMS based information
dissemination system for transmitting rainfall data from
the eld to the Meteorological Services Department
(MSD) and climate products from MSD to Agritex and
then farmers. Farmers receive actionable advisories
together with the rainfall outlook for a speci c area.

ii. Innovation solutions
Village level rainfall observation network:
Farmers and innovators came up with an optimum village level rainfall
observation network to build local level historical rainfall data for developing
rules of thumb on how much rainfall supports successful germination for
diﬀerent crop types in a given area.
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On most soils farmers got more than 90% germination
with 36 mm of rainfall received within a single 5 day
period.

Actionable agricultural advisories required that
extension workers receive rainfall outlooks downscaled
to the local level.
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Results
i. Climate related decisions
For every cropping season, farmers made:
- Strategic decisions: whether or not to plant certain crops?. How much
area to plant? How to prepare the land? Cropping density? Whether or not
to destock livestock?
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Actionable advisories are prepared by extension
workers and disseminated to farmers in a local language
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Kuri kutarisirwa kuti kuchanaya mvura yakawanda pamazuva mana
anotevera. Munokurudzirwa kuti musaisa fertilizer nekuti inoyeredzwa.
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English: MSD predicts heavy rain in the next 4 days. Agritex
encourages you to postpone fertilizer application as it may be leached
or washed away.
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Conclusions
-

Most climate and weather forecast products are currently too generalized, poorly packaged and not easily actionable for
farmers.
There are a number of meteorological terms that farmers and even extension workers do not understand. A lot of
education is required to overcome this barrier.
Co-designing and co-generating climate products with a speci c user enhances chances of application in climate risk
management.
ICT has a lot to oﬀer in developing tailored climate services.
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